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BY CA R

Arriving from Zurich: Follow the motorway A1 in 
direction to Berne/Basel and leave it at exit Dietikon 
(58), then follow the Mutschellenstrasse in direction 
Spreitenbach. Turn left into Industriestrasse at the first 
traffic light, then follow the road for 1km and - arri-
ving at the furniture store IKEA - turn left into Grabäc-
kerstrasse. The hotel is situated right behind the buil-
ding of the company Helukabel. 

Arriving from Berne/Basel: Follow the motorway A1 in 
direction Zurich and leave it at exit Dietikon (58), then 
follow the Mutschellenstrasse in direction Spreiten-
bach. Turn left into Industriestrasse at the first traffic 
light, then follow the road for 1km and - arriving at the 
furniture store IKEA - turn left into Grabäckerstrasse. 
The hotel is situated right behind the building of the 
company Helukabel. 

We do have enough outdoor and underground par-
king spaces (free of charge). Do you have a big vehicle? 
That’s no problem. A coach parking can be reserved, 
please give us a prior notice.

Plan your trip with Google Maps

BY PL A NE

From the airport Zurich, it takes you about 45min to 
get here. Our hotel is easily accessible by public trans-
port (45min via Zurich main station) or by taxi (ca. 
25min). 

Informations regarding the airport Zurich

BY PUBLIC TR A N SP ORT

There is a regular train service from Zurich main sta-
tion to Dietikon. At the station Dietikon, please hop on 
the bus 303 in direction to Killwangen Bahnhof and 
leave it at the bus stop Spreitenbach Brüel. Follow the 
Brüelstrasse (direction of travel) for 110m. Then turn 
right into Grabäckerstrasse, the hotel is only 220m 
away, on the right side. 

There is also a regular train service from Baden to 
Spreitenbach-Killwangen. At the station Killwan-
gen-Spreitenbach, please hop on the Bus 303 in direc-
tion Schlieren Zentrum/ Bahnhof and leave it at the 
station Brüel. Follow the Brüelstrasse (opposite direc-
tion of prior bus travel) for 110m.Then turn right into 
Grabäckerstrasse, the hotel is only 22m away, on the 
right side. 

Plan your journey with public transportation

YOUR JOURNEY TO THE HOTEL


